A Book of One's Own:
Lee Glenn
I treasure my King’s Chapel Prayer Book. I received my own copy
when I joined the church in 1994. It is inscribed by Rev. Carl Scovel
and the then Senior Warden Judy Green. I’d been raised an
Episcopalian in the 1940s and 1950s, so felt at home with the KC
service and the Prayer Book. I loved the familiarity, the poetic
cadences of prayers and services. I felt honored when asked to
participate in a service, and read from my Prayer Book. It always felt
Holy, and brought me close to the reverence I always hope to feel in
church.
I consult it at home from time to time as well, when I want or need
the refreshment it provides. I sing along with the hymns, re-read
psalms and other passages and prayers, when I am unsettled in
some way. I keep it on a shelf in my study along with other religion
related reference books.
I’ve tried not to deface it by writing in it, but do sometimes bookmark
it for psalms or hymns or particularly helpful prayers.
I do, even now, during our time of COVID, use it to follow the Morning
Prayer service, as I think it so much fuller an experience than what is
printed for the shortened service. Apparently we have a shorter
attention span than we used to, perhaps understandably, but I think
it our loss in holy experience.
It remains a lovely solace and resource, a result of many years of
research, committee meetings, arguing, taking things out and
putting things in. Carl Scovel once said, “We hold the Prayerbook,
because it holds us."

Lee's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Amy Meyer
This is my 25 th year of membership in King’s Chapel. I received my
KC prayerbook from Rev. Carl Scovel when I joined on September 22,
1996. A big part of the appeal of King’s Chapel to me was its beautiful
liturgy, adapted from the old Anglican Book of Common Prayer,
before its revision for the modern Episcopal church.
I had memorized the Anglican prayers as a devout Episcopalian
child, and was thrilled torediscover their beloved language and
meanings at King’s Chapel, with modest changes toreflect our
greater freedom of pulpit and pew. I quickly memorized the slightly
new wording of the KC prayerbook, and came to love it. I especially
like that the phrase “miserable offenders” was omitted from the KC
version of the General Confession (which I’ve heard was a contentious
decision).
I felt our prayerbook very poignantly when I visited an American
World War II cemetery in Margraten, near Maastricht, in the
Netherlands, some years ago. Upon entering its chapel for a prayer, I
read the words of the Collect for Peace carved in the wall. Nowhere
could that have been more meaningful than in that vast, quiet
resting place of thousands of American service members under rows
of white crosses, Mogen Davids, and scimitars.
Once I learned the KC liturgy, I loved praying it with the congregation
almost every Sunday, on my knees, with my eyes closed, as I had as a
child. For me this posture offers a closer connection to God than
sitting or standing, or reading prayers.
My KC prayerbook is kept on a bookshelf in my home, next to my
Anglican Book of CommonPrayer. I am not sure that I’ve opened
either of them in the past 25 years. I love to pray theliturgy formally,
with others in church, but normally pray extemporaneously at home.

Amy's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Bill Kuttner

My personal copy of the current King’s Chapel Book of Common
Prayer is inscribedwith my name on the cover in the same manner as
the Prayerbook in the attachedphoto. At this moment it is in my
cubicle at the State Transportation Building, which I amnot
permitted to casually visit during the lockdown.
At home I have access to the Prayerbook shown in the photo, which
belonged to my late stepson, Isaac S. Jaronski. It was given to Isaac
on Children’s Sunday in 1987 when he was 13. Prior to his untimely
death in 2008 Isaac had grown deeply religious and his faith was a
comfort to both him and his family during his long mental and
physical decline.
Many years ago I enjoyed the pleasure and privilege of assisting guest
clergy in thecelebration of morning prayer on a regular basis. Prior to
the date of the service I would carefully study the order of worship,
comparing it part-by-part with the Prayerbook and adding helpful
notes. A quick phone call or voicemail to the visiting preacher was
always a friendly way of making the guest feel comfortable and
outlining how the service would unfold. This process provided an
insight that still resonates for me: preparation is praise.

Bill's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Marie Wells
I became a member of King’s Chapel on Sunday, May 31, 2009 in a Welcome of New Members
ceremony during Morning Prayer. I had been attending services since August 10, 2008, ten
days after I returned to Massachusetts permanently after more than 40 years in the wilderness
(California).
The Reverend Earl Holt, III, was Senior Minister at the time and Sylvia Soderberg was serving as
Senior Warden. When, as part of the ceremony, the Book of Common Prayer was presented to
me, the moment was transcendent. Never before had I been given a prayerbook of my own,
one that would be an invaluable companion to me for the rest of my life.
My name is inscribed on the front cover as “Marie Alice Wells,” which honors both sides of my
birth family (I was named for both of my grandmothers) as well as the family I married into in
1973.
I keep the prayerbook on a shelf of one of my many bookcases, in a section that consists of
books of spiritual significance. I do not mark in any of my books; if I need to keep my place in
the prayerbook I use a bookmark or a sticky note. To hold the prayerbook is to hold over three
centuries of history in one’s hands: living history. The feel of it, the heft of it, is substantial.
Worth holding onto.
I have turned to it at home many times, especially in evenings of particularly challenging days.
The Evening Prayer and Evensong readings help to bring calm to chaos and hope for the
coming day.I
t is a sad truth for people of a certain age that the prayers for the sick, the dying, and the
bereaved are turned to most often, even before the current crisis. Several years ago, the last
family member of our mother’s generation passed away here on Cape Cod. No other member
of my generation had any religious affiliation when it came time to consign the man’s ashes to
our grandparents’ grave. With the help of the prayerbook, I composed and printed a small
memento of the occasion. Certainly, I would have been able to do the same by going online
and searching for appropriate readings. But the prayerbook was right at hand and I was also
able to credit the readings to the prayerbook on the printout. Nothing else would have
sufficed.
Not least, there is the joy of opening the prayerbook to any random spot in the Psalter to read
some of the finest poetry ever written – until Shakespeare came long, that is.It is a book I am
grateful and honored to call my own.

Marie's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Pat Bass
My prayerbook is a war horse and definitely mine. I like its language use,
but it’s by no means a totemic object. I keep it on a shelf with the rest of
my holy books: Bibles, hymnals, commentaries and King’s Chapel
directories. My name is printed in gold on the front cover, and I received
it on the day I became a member in 1997. For a number of years, I was
membership chair and it pleased me to take responsibility for ordering
the printed books twice a year at the Massachusetts Bible Society. The
were presented to members during the Welcome of New Members
ritual. New Members were also given an orchid corsage or boutonniere.
We welcomed them with a book and flower and lunch.
My prayerbook is soiled and tattered because it’s the only thing I use
when acting as lay reader for services. It has everything in one nicely
sized book. It’s not a big floppy, unwieldy nuisance. Unfortunately, the
binding has split right at page 217-- the location of The Great Litany. My
prayerbook is full of eraser grit from multiple pencil erasures of service
responsibility cues and notes. Sticky notes are everywhere. Filling the
prayerbook with sticky notes is “meet and right” since they were first
used in church. An engineer at 3M invented an adhesive that was sticky
enough to adhere but was also removable; however, but it had no
apparent practical use. By serendipity, one of his colleagues who sang in
a church choir remembered the adhesive and decided to use it to make
adherent bookmarks for his hymnal that were removable without
damage to the pages. Secular uses followed, and it went into
commercial production as the ubiquitous yellow sticky note.
I like the fact that it has a psalter conveniently at hand. I can jump into
the Psalms here it much quicker than pulling out the whole Bible. I also
use the prayerbook as my go to source of general prayers for numerous
occasions such as a family reunion when I have the responsibility for
leading prayer

Pat's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Ciael Hills
Mine was black. In 1976 I answered an ad for a childcare person at the King's Chapel
Church School. I was working my way through grad school and ideally, needed to
find a job every day of the week. I got to know some of the parents through their
children and realized this was a place where I could belong. When I got my first
Master's degree in Religion in Literature, I moved to New York and taught high school
English for 3 years. It was then I decided I wanted to become a minister. I needed a
Master's in Divinity. I came back to study at Andover Newton. Since King's Chapel
calls itself Unitarian I would need the denominational support of the UUA.
To my chagrin I discovered that denomination does not support King's Chapel.
Apparently we are too Christian for them. After my orals and a lengthy written exam
they said I was not ready and would have to come back in a year. I did not go back.
But what a resource our Book of Common Prayer has been to me these many years. I
always brought it with me when I visited patients during my Clinical Pastoral
Education. I was assigned to the Departments of Neurology and Alzheimers. Bringing
my trusty Prayer Book with me, I would stand outside the patient's door, say a prayer,
and knock. It has also been my companion through the joys and sorrows of life. I held
it when we scattered my mother's ashes in the Pacific.
Nowadays, I recite Thomas Merton's Prayer for Faith, found on page 166 of our Prayer
Book:
"My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going, I do not see the road ahead of me. I
cannot know for certain where it will end. Nor do I really know myself, and the fact
that I think I am following your will does not mean that I am actually doing so. But I
believe the desire to please you does in fact please you. And I hope I have that
desire in all that I am doing. I hope I will never do anything apart from that desire.
And I know that if I do this you will lead me by the right road, though I may know
nothing about it. Therefore I will trust you always, though I may seem to be lost and
in the shadow of death. I will not fear, for you are with me, and you will never leave
me to face my perils alone."

Ciael's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
Joy Fallon
When I arrived at King’s Chapel in 2013, our supply of new King’s Chapel prayerbooks had nearly
run out, so I became instantly aware of what a valuable volume it was even before opening it. I
had been asked to lead two worship services as part of the “candidating” process in which a
congregation votes to call a new minister. I asked for a copy of the prayerbook that I might take
home with me to prepare for the services. After a brief hunt, I was given a copy embossed with
the name of a former member and was asked to return it when done.
I poured over that prayerbook in preparation for the upcoming worship, noting carefully on little
yellow post-its the words that would be mine to speak. Six months later, I received my own
prayerbook with my name on it, when I was installed as the 16th minister of King’s Chapel on
September 22, 2013.
I was already personally familiar with the liturgy used in the Anglican tradition, having been an
Episcopalian for twenty years. I loved its flow, a current which carries us into worship together. I
trust that current to bring me closer to God. Since coming to King’s Chapel I’ve learned more
from books I’ve been given by members, Carol Kemp's studies of our prayerbook, Carl
Scovel's book dedicated to it, and my own exploration of other prayerbooks used in the worldwide Anglican communion.
As a universalist, I was grateful to learn from Carol [Kemp] about the important words in the
Preface to the First Edition from 1785 (ix): that the King’s Chapel prayerbook from its beginning
was intended “not to make proselytes to any particular system of opinions of Christianity,” but
that King’s Chapel might “live in brotherly love and peace with all…”
As a dedicated congregationalist, I value highly the process by which the lay members voted to
either accept or reject various proposed changes made by the Rev. James Freeman.
As the first woman to serve as senior minister at King’s Chapel, in its 327th year, I rejoice that
James Freeman had deleted from the traditional wedding language the requirement that a
woman obey her husband, long before most other churches. Now, having read the liturgy with
the congregation for seven years, I look forward to conversation regarding the all-male language
in which the current prayerbook is written, in its references to God and its references to us
worshippers. Like the generations before us, this generation, too, has gifts to prayerfully bring to
the next edition of our beloved prayerbook.

Joy's prayerbook:

A Book of One's Own:
David Waters

I am a lover of books. My personal copy of the King’s Chapel Book of
Common Prayer is no exception. It’s seen over a year of regular use
now, and I smile to see the signs of that use: its falling open more
readily to Morning Prayer and the Propers; the small notes that
remind me of a prayerful pause here or a proper gesture there; the
annotations that remind me whence certain prayers have arrived in
our liturgy.
Shortly after receiving my prayerbook I installed a set of ribbon
markers to help me navigate the different sections: green for Morning
Prayer, purple for Holy Communion, blue for Prayers, Private and
Public, yellow for Propers, red for the Psalter. In their bright hues,
these little ribbons often cheer me as I come to our storied book for
prayer. They also remind me of the breviary, a small volume similar in
size to our prayerbook, used for praying the Liturgy of the Hours.
Much as we take our prayerbooks with us as we leave the sanctuary,
men and women belonging to holy orders would carry their
breviaries with them in their travels, using their ribbons to find their
place, praying in common at the appointed hours with their brethren
who remained in the cloister.
There’s something beautiful about this small, unassuming volume
devoted to common prayer. I look upon its red cover, emblazoned
with our cross pattée, and seeing my name stamped below fills me
with fresh gratitude for having found a home here at King’s Chapel.

David's prayerbook:

